In studying categorization, cognitive science has focused primarily on cultural categorization, ignoring individual and institutional categorization. Because recent technological developments have made individual and institutional classification systems much more available and powerful, our understanding of the cognitive and social mechanisms that produce these systems is increasingly important. Furthermore, key aspects of categorization that have received little previous attention emerge from considering diverse types of categorization together, such as the social factors that create stability in classification systems, and the interoperability that shared conceptual systems establish between agents. Finally, the profound impact of recent technological developments on classification systems indicates that basic categorization mechanisms are highly adaptive, producing new classification systems as the situations in which they operate change.

Categorization research focuses on the acquisition and use of categories shared by a culture and associated with language – what we will call 'cultural categorization'. Cultural categories exist for objects, events, settings, mental states, properties, relations and other components of experience (e.g. birds, weddings, parks, serenity, blue and above). Typically, these categories are acquired through normal exposure to caregivers and culture with little explicit instruction. Large literatures across the cognitive sciences – in psychology, neuroscience, linguistics, anthropology, philosophy and artificial intelligence – document major progress in understanding cultural categorization, along with controlled laboratory paradigms that use artificial categories to isolate, model and implement categorization mechanisms [1–6].

While focusing on cultural categorization, cognitive science largely has ignored two other forms of categorization 'in the wild', what we will call 'individual categorization' and 'institutional categorization'. Although individual and institutional categorization have existed for millennia, modern technological developments have made them significantly more available and powerful. As a result, individual and institutional categorization are becoming increasingly important in human activity and deserve scientific study alongside cultural categorization. Studying all three forms together is likely to produce greater understanding of categorization mechanisms.

Individual categorization

Individual categorization occurs when someone creates an idiosyncratic classification system primarily for his or her own use, for example, when creating categories to organize locations where food can be gathered, objects in a garage, CDs in a music collection, websites in the favorites list of a browser, etc. Often one creates an individual classification system with little input from others and doesn’t share it.

Prior to modern Web technology, individuals relied on memory and writing to develop individual classification systems. Modern technology, however, makes developing these systems much easier. The Del.icio.us Web service, for example, allows users to store and organize Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) for Web resources and to label these URLs however they please (e.g. labeling URLs for books to read with ‘read’). These labels are called ‘tags’, and URLs tagged in the same way form an individual category. As users assign whatever tags they like to URLs, they create an individual classification system that reflects their interests. Because tags are stored automatically, recording individual categories is much easier than using memory and writing. Because tags can be used to retrieve associated categories, retrieval is easy and powerful (e.g. retrieving URLs tagged with ‘read’). As a result of these technological innovations, individual classification systems are becoming increasingly pervasive and important in everyday life. Box 1 describes another popular tagging application, Flickr, and illustrates the social dimension that some individual classification systems take.

A rapidly growing research literature primarily addresses statistical properties and behavioral demographics of tagging practice. As the number of tagged objects increases, the overall set of tags used also increases; however, some tags are used far more than others, and the number of tags applied to a given entity tends to be small [7]. Users differ in their proclivity to tag, tags differ in their use over time, and tagged objects differ in how they are tagged [8]. Users vary in their reasons for tagging [9]. Tagging for others produces different tagging than tagging for oneself, with factual tags used for others and subjective tags used for oneself [10]. The overlap in tags for the same object by different uses is extremely low [11]. Why tags co-occur when tagging a given object is not yet understood [12]. Much remains to be learned about tagging, and what we conclude is likely to change rapidly given that the practice is an evolving system and far from stable.
Institutional categorization

Institutions engineer classification systems explicitly to serve institutional goals, typically requiring considerable time and resources to develop, maintain and apply. Again, modern Web technology greatly enhances institutional classification systems, although groups probably have developed them for millennia. Business, industry, law and science couldn’t function without these systems.

An institutional classification system increases interoperability within a group by establishing a common set of categories that allow different agents to share information effectively in pursuing goals. By creating and enforcing shared categories, an institution streamlines interactions and transactions such that consistency, fairness and higher yields can result. Because payoffs are high, expending the resources to create and maintain an institutional classification system is justified.

Two types of institutional classification systems – institutional taxonomies and institutional semantics – are common. Examples of institutional taxonomies include the Dewey decimal system for classifying books and the United Nations Standard Products and Services Code for classifying products and services. The International Organization for Standardization provides even more general classification systems, ranging from agriculture to health care to mathematics. Professions and institutions typically develop taxonomies for their domains of expertise, such as the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (the DSM-IV) in clinical psychology [13]. Figure 1 illustrates fragments of institutional taxonomies.

An institutional taxonomy increases the likelihood that an institution’s agents will classify relevant entities the same way, such as when different libraries place books in the same categories and different doctors assign patients to the same diagnostic and insurance categories. Such standardization reduces transaction costs, enhances networking and achieves many other useful outcomes. In other areas, such as science, institutional taxonomies function as engines of progress. In chemistry, for example, the periodic table has driven the search for discovering new elements. In genetics, mapping the human genome has driven not only the search for specific genes but also their role in producing phenotypic outcomes.

The other common form of an institutional classification system – institutional semantics – defines common abstractions that underlie transactions [14]. In commerce, for example, shared abstractions are required that allow buyers, sellers, banks and shippers to coordinate their activities in bringing a purchased product to a buyer. The data that a buyer provides in the fields of a Web form must have semantic equivalents in the seller’s databases for customers and products, which in turn must have semantic equivalents in the applications that banks use for financial transactions and that shippers use for deliveries. To create interoperability between all parties, a common set of abstractions about all relevant aspects of transactions must be developed explicitly. Furthermore, this common set must handle diverse instances of transactions, along with the vagaries of inconsistency that occur. Once these abstractions are in place, they create an interface between parties that achieves interoperability; namely, all parties can align various aspects of the transaction. Figure 2 illustrates fragments of institutional semantics.

Institutional taxonomies and semantics are often developed by groups of individuals. Much is known about this process within institutional contexts [15] (Oasis – Technical Committee Process, [http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/process.php]), although little is known in basic science about the cognitive processes that allow groups to develop, maintain and apply institutional classification systems. Given how central these systems are to human activity, it is essential to understand the cognition mechanisms that produce them. What mechanisms allow individuals to identify abstractions that enable interoperability in an institutional domain?

Increasingly, computer scientists develop tools that automatically construct institutional classification systems, bypassing the need for humans to construct them. In some cases, rule-based systems are handcrafted to map semantic equivalents across different Web-based applications into each other (e.g. descriptions of real estate on the websites of different real estate companies). Additionally, however, programs learn these rules from mining the Web [16]. By attempting to map the attributes of two Web objects into each other, such systems develop mapping rules and models that can determine whether two Web objects are of the same type [17]. These programs use domain constraints [18], construct complex mappings [19], use probabilistic representations [20] and identify supporting evidence for mappings [21]. These programs also use machine learning to map Web ontologies (taxonomies) into each other [22].

Box 1. Flickr: creating individual and social classification systems for photos

Flickr is a website that allows users to upload photos from a computer, camera or mobile phone. Individual photos can be tagged manually, thereby categorizing them implicitly and making them accessible later by using the tags as retrieval cues. Users can generate their own tags or they can draw on tags of others. Photos can be linked directly into a GPS-based map so that photos of specific locations can be stored and retrieved by GPS coordinates. Clearly, Flickr offers considerable advances in creating individual classification systems for photos compared with physical photo albums.

Flickr is more than an individual classification system that organizes and tags photos. Many people use Flickr for social purposes. Users can join public groups to share photo interests, or they can create private groups such as family distribution lists for family-related photos. Groups often develop explicit matching schemes that reflect their shared experience (e.g. ‘Irish Paddys’), similar to how speakers of pidgins and creoles develop hybrid phrases in natural language. Over time, users gain expertise in group tagging practices. As collections of tagged photos evolve for a group, the ability to retrieve relevant subsets becomes increasingly powerful.

Flickr illustrates how individual classification systems can evolve beyond a single individual to a group. Even when an individual classification system becomes shared, it is not shared widely like cultural classification systems are. Nevertheless, the social use of Flickr illustrates that classification systems often don’t fall neatly into one type of classification system. Instead, a classification system is often a hybrid to some extent, primarily belonging to one type of system but partially exhibiting properties of other types.
Interestingly, individual classification plays an increasingly important role in the development of institutional classification systems. Although computer science tools provide considerable power in developing institutional classification systems, tagging within these systems by actual users provides important sources of information that automation can’t provide. Box 2 describes several examples.

Integrating cultural, individual and institutional categorization

As described at the outset, large literatures across the cognitive sciences address the acquisition and use of cultural classification systems. Extensive research has made much progress understanding the mechanisms that underlie the acquisition and use of cultural categories. By contrast, relatively little is known about individual and institutional categorization in these research communities. How might these communities explain them?

Cultural categorization

One possibility is that cultural categorization is the core form of categorization in humans from which individual and institutional categorization develop optionally. At early ages, children acquire cultural categories universally, effortlessly, with little instruction, simultaneously with language. Furthermore, evolutionary adaptations anticipate the acquisition of cultural categories [23]. Feature areas in the brain anticipate the features of important categories for objects, settings, events and mental states. Similarly, conjunctive biases in association areas anticipate likely correlations among features for important evolutionary categories [24]. Clearly, category learning is an epigenetic process, given that categories vary significantly across cultures [5]. Nevertheless, neural architecture anticipates important types of universal categories, thereby making it easier for all individuals to acquire them [25].

Furthermore, a variety of social and cultural mechanisms ensures that children acquire cultural categories. Social and linguistic interactions between children and caregivers play powerful roles in transmitting these categories to children [26]. The fact that words for cultural categories exist in language further ensures their acquisition. These and other sociocultural mechanisms ensure that tens of thousands of cultural concepts are transmitted from one generation to another. Socio-cultural mechanisms also stabilize concepts across
individuals and introduce slow conceptual change as culture, technology and institutions evolve.

**Individual categorization**

An individual classification system is not a core system for two reasons: not all individuals acquire them, and individuals vary widely in the systems they develop. When individuals do create these systems, they do so to support idiosyncratic goals [27–29]. Clearly, an individual classification system draws heavily on a cultural classification system, beginning with a subset of existing cultural categories. Nevertheless, variants of these categories are tailored to the specific instances categorized. For example, when developing a tagging system for pictures, existing cultural categories for objects and locations are used to categorize pictures. In the process, however, these categories acquire senses tailored to the tagging context, such as when combining cultural categories for the words ‘Stanford’ and ‘alumnae’ to form the tag ‘stanfordalum’.

---

**Figure 2.** Fragments of institutional semantics from Glushko and McGrath [14]. (a) Fields across forms for the customer, vendor, distributor, deliverer and creditor that must be interoperable for a transaction to succeed. (b) Examples of abstractions (e.g. ‘Name’) in a transaction model that establish interoperability between analogous fields for the customer, vendor, distributor, deliverer and creditor.
Box 2. Individual tagging in institutional classification systems

Some institutions use individual tagging to develop their institutional classification systems in ways not possible with standard computer science tools. A large technology corporation, for example, uses individual tagging to keep its institutional directory accurate [30]. Although employees are supposed to keep their profiles current, often they don’t. To remedy this problem an individual tagging program, Fringe, allows one employee to update another employee’s profile. Essentially, Fringe capitalizes on the fact that a few highly active taggers typically contribute the bulk of tags to a tagging system. By providing a tagging mechanism that supports these users’ interests and skills, the corporation keeps its institutional directory more current than it would be otherwise.

Analogously, DogEar allows a large technology corporation to create a rich database of public bookmarks [7]. As employees store bookmarks, they tag them freely, using whatever categories they like. Further associated with each employee’s bookmarks and tags is a profile of the employee, describing his or her position, skill set, etc. Thus, if an employee has an interest in a particular topic, say Java programming, ‘Java’ can be entered into DogEar to find other employees who have used ‘Java’ as a tag. In this manner, employees can find other employees who share their expertise or who can provide expertise they don’t have. By integrating book marks and tags across employees a powerful institutional system of URLs develops.

In a particularly intriguing approach to mixing individual and institutional categorization, interactive online games produce effective tags for web-based resources [31]. Because these games are personally and socially rewarding, they induce Web users to provide extensive amounts of tagging data that solve large-scale institutional problems. If these games were made available on major internet sites, for example, they could provide effective tags for all images on the Web in a few weeks [32]. Similarly, these tagging games can localize focal objects in web images [33], provide text descriptions of images [34] and collect common sense knowledge useful for computer science applications [35].

These examples illustrate the considerable potential of integrating individual and institutional classifications. By capitalizing on the strengths of individual classification, institutional systems can solve computational problems that are impossible to address with standard computer science tools.

shared with other people, they remain relatively idiosyncratic and far from universal, thereby never achieving the core status of a cultural system (e.g. a shared picture-tagging system doesn’t become shared by an entire culture).

The rapid explosion of tagging systems on the Web reflects the availability of powerful technology that makes it easier to develop, maintain and use individual systems. This illustrates a fundamentally important principle of human categorization mechanisms: as the context changes in which human categorization mechanisms operate, they produce new types of classification systems. When new technological tools become available, categorization mechanisms adapt quickly and new classification systems result. Rather than categorization being a fixed process, it evolves dynamically as situational constraints change.

Institutional categorization

An institutional classification system is not a core system, again because not all individuals acquire it and because individuals vary widely in the systems they acquire. When groups of individuals do create a system, they do so to support group goals, such as increased quality, precision, production, marketing, distribution, etc. Clearly, an institutional classification system draws heavily on the background cultural system, beginning with a subset of existing cultural categories. Again, however, variants develop that reflect institutional constraints. Interestingly, institutional categories often feed back into cultural systems, as when the scientific concept of ‘mammal’ changed the categorization of whales as fish. Indeed, some institutional systems become so central to a culture that they eventually become part of the cultural classification system. Examples include the periodic table, basic number systems and basic scientific theories. Over time, institutional classification systems that become central to a culture’s conceptual framework enter its shared classification system.

Developing an institutional system typically requires considerable effort. Engineering a system typically requires relatively high levels of cognitive ability and training, and typically occurs within hierarchical, authoritative, and authenticating social structures, as explicit social forces constrain its construction, maintenance, transmission and application. As a result, institutional categories often achieve greater precision, relative to cultural and individual categories.

The rapid explosion of Web technology is having transformational effects on institutional classification systems. Much more powerful institutional taxonomies and semantics result from increasingly powerful abilities to specify and share these systems. Again, the context in which basic categorization mechanisms operate affects the classification systems produced.

Dimensions of variability across classification systems

Comparing cultural, individual and institutional classification systems side by side suggests dimensions on which they differ, presented in Box 3. Notably, when cultural categorization is considered in isolation, these dimensions are not particularly salient but do become salient when all three types are considered together.

Across dimensions, social factors appear to be one central difference among the three categorization types. In cultural categorization, strong social forces create stability in classification systems across individuals implicitly. Parent–child interactions, peer interactions, the media, and cultural events all contribute to this stability. Conversely, explicit social forces shape institutional classification systems, originating in institutional structure, policy and practice. Finally, social factors are relatively absent in individual categorization. Even though these individual systems can become shared, the role and impact of social factors appears considerably weaker than in cultural and institutional systems. Most importantly, viewing these three types of categorization together highlights social factors, suggesting that research should direct more attention to the social factors that create, transmit and maintain classification systems.

Interoperability also appears central to differences among categorization types. In institutions, establishing interoperability is an explicit goal when constructing classification systems. In cultures, shared categories enable different minds that reflect different experience
The near future. First, to what extent do the mechanisms for productive investigation. We hope that our speculation piques their interest and outlines useful directions for productive investigation.

Several issues and goals strike us as worth pursuing in the near future. First, to what extent do the mechanisms that underlie cultural categorization produce individual and institutional categorization? What additional mechanisms are important? Second, how do categorization mechanisms produce new types of classification systems as the context in which they operate changes? How does evolving human technology produce new classification systems and categorization behaviors? Third, although relatively pure forms of cultural, individual and institutional classification systems appear possible, many hybrids exist, such as individual tagging systems that become social and institutional classification systems that become cultural. What does the dynamical production of hybrids tell us about human categorization? Finally, what will examining cultural, individual and institutional categorization together teach us that wouldn't be possible from studying cultural categorization alone? We suspect that viewing categorization broadly will yield important insights not possible otherwise. In particular, we believe that understanding the roles of social factors and interoperability has the potential to produce fundamental new insights into categorization.
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